
 
 

Year 11 into 12 Bridging the Gap  

Summer Work for 2020 Entry 

 

We want you to be really successful and what it takes to be successful at GCSEs is different from being 

successful at A-Levels. Although you have fewer subjects there are different skills at A-Level and the 

volume of work is greater because the depth and detail is more demanding. 

Bridging the Gap Work will reassure you that the subject you have selected is for you, or allow you time to 

change your choice of subject at enrolment, as long as there is space and you meet the entry criteria. We 

want you to study a course that interests you and you are sufficiently qualified to study. 

 

Head of Subject:  Miss Hudson 
KHudson@sphcs.co.uk 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Subject:    Photography 

Aim of Bridging Work: 
 
To start to understand critical elements of taking a photograph 
 
To provide a creative way to explore the current situation we find ourselves in with lockdown 
 

Equipment List : 
Camera (a phone camera is fine) 
 
PDF ‘PHOTOGRAPHY - Here & Now intro’ – 
uploaded to SPH bridging work page 
 
Explore and download an editing app that 
works for you – list of options on the bottom 
of this sheet 

Textbook(s) for September: 
N/A 
 
Reading List: 
Photography Beyond Auto: Chris Gatcum 
(currently £1.99 on Amazon as a Kindle book 
which you can read through the free kindle 
app on any device) 

Tasks 

This week you are going to select one area of ‘Here and Now’ to focus your investigation on. Read the additional 

PDF uploaded to the website – ART SUPPORT SHEET - HERE AND NOW for your introduction to the topic. 

Look at the 3 sub-theme boards we have created on the SPHArt pinterest account for you ‘++Finding Joy in the 

small things++’, ‘++Habits and Routines++’, ++Windows and Viewpoints++ for visual stimuli. Search SPHArt 

under people if you don’t already follow us on Pinterest. 

Start to collate images that inspire you (make sure you include artists names wherever possible).  

Create a mind-map to present the ideas you have gathered. On your mind-map you must present your research 

in a neat manner and must include your research imagery, the title of the sub-theme you have chosen, artists or 

photographers name (you can get ideas form artists or photographers), and a short explanation of why you have 

selected that theme. 

 

Start to take photos exploring possible subject matter. Focus only on composition for now and explore as many 

possible starting point ideas as possible. You will use this initial photoshoot to decide what aspect of lockdown 

you want to explore in detail for your first formal photoshoot next week.  



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Tasks 

Start to explore your selected sub-theme through your own photographs, think carefully about composition, 

framing and what you include and exclude. Present your initial exploratory photos as small thumbnails in your 

sketchbook, annotate them to reflect on www and ebi. 

If you have managed to track down a copy of Chris Gatcum’s book ‘Photography Beyond Auto’, read chapters 1 

&2. If you have access to a DSLR camera then start to explore the processes he discusses.  

Editing Apps  

Gimp.org - like an old style photoshop, you can download it into your computer and there are loads of tutorials 
for how to use it on their website 
 
Photoshop Mix - good for over layering images and creating surreal images or layering in text 
 
Picsart- good for layering and removing objects from you image 
 
Photoshop Express - good for editing photos and selection blur 
 
Photopea – website based, good similarities to Photoshop and lots of online tutorials 


